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"t-Ie that falls in love
with himself; will
have t\o t'ivals"
- -~Bet\_jami t\
~ t'a~kli ~
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· A_fte~ co~·~ic!~r~'l?.le ~(fort OILt4e.. part Internet to students by the Fall 1994
_~f _st~:!g·~~ts_~p~t~~~-i.§.t!ttS~ _{fQ.~AtQ!lD.sL .. sem~ster. For n9w, tho_ugh, students will
the campus, Bar~ <;ollege is on its way be able to access B~trd's BBS through the
to becoming another library terminal and take advantage of
rest area on _the infor- e-mail.
mation superhig hJayawardh ane explained that students
way. While the Bard have been requesting Internet from the
Bulletin BoardSe~vice , administr ation for years, but only re(BBS) has bee_n offer-_ cently has the expansion of the computer
ing electronic- mail for . center aJ1d the re-wiring of campus made
three semesters now, it possible. A combinati on of efforts from
a new term_inal lo- Laurie Curry, Chair of the SLC,
E~=;,~:~x::~~!::!r!!l§l~t,~1:~:~:[:)~l~ ;t~:~::~~~~-~~~
.-L~a~eq
,.on ~ t~~ fourth . Jayaward hane, and Fred Foure, club
i:
_ floor ~f the ~tev~ns,Qn L!~!~ry will be head of the
BBS, generated support for
illl~i~~~;~~ abJ~t!t.OffeJ' th_i§~~t_vic~_to communit y ' the public terminal project by proving
members ~~o ~?~ ~-~t Jl!~yJ.~.S!I~QlV..n-= to_tl}eJidministration that these services
"compute r or ·m odem.
_ were safe and valuable.
_
z~!~~!~~:~~~~f~{¥!
Accorg!~g to__Raj~_y~ }_~y~~~!'~h~ne..L~ __ Jeff Katz, the Director of Bard Librar1.
18~W:¥@¥~i~l~f: ·. student who has been working with the · ies, offered the room in the Library, and
:::-~i§:;~l,~;;§~W@~:::;;J~)l=;::\#;~f~h:§ ~dminj~tra_~it;?.!:l ~~d -"-~tl!,qent !-Jf~~~o_n:t- ~ the computer center donated
a machine
)\~~;~)~~~~~~:~:~:?i~~;~~~;~tii~·- mittee tq_ bring electronic services to which was going to be replaced.
!:'~
~ ~a:~pu~~ ~!tis _ ljb!:_~!Y li~k-up will be 'ia , Dean of Students' office paid for The
th~
stepping stone to Internet." He affirmed telephone wires, which were hooked up
__ th~t _ th~_ CC?-!leg:_,!t,';ls pr~mist:d !C?. off~_r__)~stJxi<!~Y· By the end <?._f ~h~s wee~..!. t~e
, -~ .•;..¥·J. -s:~-~..:;c:..:¥~..-.._~.-~~~ca"~-. . .-- ~~'te~
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terminal is expected to be operation al as
a branch of the BBS.
·
uThis is going to be fantastic for next
semester/ ' said Jayawardh ane. "People
will be able to use the informatio n on
Intern-et so much ... they don't have any
idea how valuable it is because thev
haven't been able to use it yet."
·
In the meantime , e-mail on and otf
campus is one of the most appealing
services offered by the BBS, enabling
students to send and receive messages
on the computer lines through a telephone line. Currently , Foure said about
one hundred students have personal
access to the BBS. He expects that this
_n umber will double with the public
terminal. Heiscon~erned that, since BBS
only has one telephone line, there might
be tie-ups on the system during its pe11k
hours. "Evenings see the· n:tost activity,··
he said. "But during the day, the line is
almost always open."
~oth Foure and Jayaward~ane promccmtmurd on ptlge 11
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-· SUMMER SUBLETS

ing for housing for Festival musiThe Graduate school of Envi- cians for the weeks of August 7. ronmental Studies is looking for 21 or for the entire month of Austudent housing for this summer gust. If you are interested in rent.-mid June through mid August. ing your ho~ and want more
The second semester of his members are student volun~eers, patrolling."
If you wish to sublet or rent, please details call Robin at 758-7410.
freshman year, Sasha Gorman acting primarily in an ' eyes-andConnan reported that funding call758-7483orsee BetteinSottery
started working on his own to · ears" role, the Security Guard Act · for the patrol is coming through 101.
Hark, I hear the trumpets blare,
bring a stu- doesnotapply.Thepatrolstarted JimBrudvigoftheVi~Presiderit's
is it the King approaching?
dent foot pa- again from ground zero, holding office. Bypresstime, the patrol was
The National Library Poetry is Gotcha. Cook dinner more often
trot _to Bard ameetingtwoweeksagotogather awaitingfundingforitsflashlights, once again holding a contest with for me-it gives me time to write.
radioS and training. In the future, over $12,000 in prizes. To enter, Thanks for Spring Break W-end
College. Now, volunteers.
as he finishes
According to Gorman, the tum- Gorman said that the patrol will send ONE -original poem, any if you don't know who this is for,
up his senior· out so far has been 11disappoint- become a permanent part of the _subject or style, to the National still. T,T, & F-Ferris & Owner
project, the ing." He said that there ~e cur-. school budget, and possibly even UbraryofPoetry, 11419Cronridge
patrol is fi-. rently about twenty volunteers offerwork-studypositions.
Dr.,P.O.Box704-YF,OwingMills,
Hey Rabbit! I love you. One'We're pretty excited about get-· MD 21117. Limit of 20 lines. In- nothing, Tigger.
nally becom- ·who hope to begin training the
_ _
.
, ing a reality.
second weekend in April. The ting started," said Gonnart. Three clude name and address on top of
· ·Last ~mester, the patrol had. training will include basic first- students have.jOined--GOrman in the page. Deadline: March 31,
Oh dear, what is the -~Tier
nearly hit the streets with around aid,fire-extinguisherpractice,and organizing llie patrol: Julia Wolk, 1994.
dear? Oh dear, what is the
forty volunteers. However, it was · an· optional self-defense course. Antonia D'Amato, and Sutton
MAlTer dear? Oh dear, what is
discovered that a state law was Gorman said the patrollers will Stokes. 'We now have four people
100s OF MARVEL COMICS the MATTer dear? My master's
abOut to. go into effect, establish~ .ilso spend time "working over devoted fu this, and we're not go- FOR SA~, CH~! INCLUD- gone away!
_in.g detailed and expensive
'iliegoalsandidealsofthepatrol,u- ingtoletitslipby."
INGX..MEN,SPIDERMAN AND
·qu.irements for anyone perform- and creating an effective schedGormanalsostressedthatthePa- OTHERS. 1 @ .75 OR 2@ $1.00 -- TW: In response to your letter
ing in a security guard capacity. ule.
.
trol is receptive to ideas from the CON]'ACTJANCY AT752-7408. "Bitter? Me Too. u: Brav()! Finally
'1t's difficult when things get student body: "Even if you can't
The patrol was shelved until the
someone with a sense of humor
implications of this Ia wwere fully started to keep the interest going/' donate your time, we would apATTENTION: For all those comes forward with some bonh'e commented. 'lflopefully, this predate any input and construc- seeking infqrmation about Gay, esty and reality. Good luck and
unaerstood.
UI~imately, since the patrol will pick up steam once we start · iivecritidsl,ll."
V' Lesbian and Bisexual events, the keep it up. EC
-_club-ro-~m-door.has "sort of
turned into an informal place to
Pinky: I hope Im.adethedecison
postsuchinformation.Pleasepost that will grant us both the most
anything of relevance that you. satisfaction. You'reverygoodata
· have,andtakealooktoseewhat's lot of things including being a
happening in the area. Stay friend. Thank-you again. -Guilty.
tuned ...there may be a Gay /Lesbian/Bi bulletin board appearing
Everybody is Matt Gilman, exin the student center sometime. cept Matt Gilman and he's you!
Late Saturday evening , March whooverdosed]notdead,buthis out and it is not conclusive."
Love, The Mystery Dyke
What? Promtime Pudding? Why
12, the dean on call, Gladys outlook is not optimistic. All anythank you, These are prom goers,
Last Monday, an emergency
Watson, was telephoned by the· one can do is hope he recovers."
The Bard Music Festival needs I know this because their cage is
meeting of all Peer Counselors was people to work in the Festival box bigger, All I can say."is Ride Me
North-ern
According to Dean of Students held, according to Morgan, "to tell office from May 31-Aug. 21. We like a Harley on a Bard Road Dutchess
Hospital in· Shelley Morgan, four students them[thePC's]everythingweknew will also need staff (ushers and ooh baby ooh baby.
Rhinebeck, other than the student in the hos- regarding the status of the person concession sales)for the weekends
and
in- pital were suspended (by· Mor- in the hospital, to stop the spread of oftheFestival(Aug.12-14and 19HAPPY BIRTHDAY this Friday
formed that gan) on the 14th due to their rumors, and to have them encour- 21).Ifyouareinterestedcal1Robin to Stephanie Chasteen!
a student various connections with the inci- age residents to forward any re- at 758-7410.
us
[the
had arrived dent. Two students, not expected · lated info to
HAPPY BIRTHDAY this Friday
The Bard Music Festivalislook- to Jason Foulkes!
there uncon- by the authorities to be implicated administration] ...infoshouldnotbe
scious and in in any criminal charges, have al- concealed;we'renotheretopenalize
~~~~~~~~~~
serious condition. It was not ready been readmitted to cam- students, but to help them. .. Help is
known at the time how or why pus. The other two, however, will sought for students who are bethe fireyt-year student was in remain under suspension pend- lieved to have a problem with any
that condition. An information ing the continued police investi- drug and informants are protected,
but dealers are handled differently.
gathering process immediately gation.
U\l®U@llf0JD [P®®@l ~U®IT®
~
Last year, for instance, two dealers
began, and by Monday the
Q
In an interview last Friday, were removed from the college.
- 14th, it was apparent that the
student had overdosed on Dean Morgan said that she was
The administration wants to do
(and is) very upset and conheroin.
cerned about the incident as everything possible to prevent fu. As o{ only a few days ago, the well as the condition of the ture incidents of drug overdosing
stt,tdent was still "in a coma. There student.When asked whether from happening on campus, but as
~
are two likely possibilities for him: the information obtained so far Morgan said, it is ..easy to ask
riot pulling through at all, or (if had indicated from what someone else to fix the problem but
fortunate enough to come out of source the student had gotten we really mustdoisworktogether."
his coma) suffering severe brain the heroin, Morgan said that She hopes, that all members of this
damage. ·In President Leon she had been told he bought it community will ask themselves:
Botstein's own words (as spoken in New York City and she be- "what can I do, how can I help?"
during the Town Meeting in Kline lieves this to be true, but "the (For more on this issue see Town
V'
olice are still t in to find Meeting article on ge 3)
two da sa o): "He's (the student
1
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__ . -Two nights ago a large, informal discussion was hel~ in Kline
Commons. The crowd present
-- filled the main
dining room
from wall to
wall.
The
topic at hand
was the
cent, tragic
event that left
a Bard stud~nt comatose- a heroin overdose (refer to
_article on page 2). The meeting was
-both organized and initiated by
two concerned students. The
purpose ap-peared to be three fold:
to shed some more light on what

happened and why, to allow faculty, administration an9- students
to speak out about their reactions
··-to this incident, arid to determine
ways in which every member of
the Bard 1COmmunity' could work
-towards preventing further such
incidents. Basicitlly, ho:wever, the
session, according to one' of the
organizers, was just to let anyone
·who was interested just ''talk
about what ~e are feeling and
what it means."
After this briefintroduction, the
--conversation began with a question. 'What had happened?'
President Leon Botstein chose to
. respond by first giving an update
·_on the student's condition (refer

March 23 1994

News

--

-

3 (

fo -article on page 2), and then
commenting that the police had
been called in because of the ·se_verity of the situation. He also
said that of the four students who
had been stlspended in conjunction with the event, two were in
the process of appealing and two
were not expected to ever return
to the campo~. He ~elt that the
_con~m should be first wishing
for the comatose student'·s recovery,andseconcllyto''thinkofwhat
we can do better to make things
better for all co.ncemed."
Themainconcemofthemajority
present, for awhile, however,
seemed to be why something (like
this gathe~~) did not happen

sooner. One student commented
''thlngs like-this ["Face to Face"
talk] are wonderful and do not
happen enough.. .as a school al)d
a community we're not involved
enough in each other's lives."
Anotherstudent agreed that suCh
community conversations should
take place regularly stating that
"it shows a lack of something
when we only talk when ·something [the overdose] this serious
happens. Yetanotherexclaimed,
that there has always been an
unhealthy "lack of communication" in our community:.
The question of how to define
'community' was also a major is·
sue at this foi'UI'll. Found written

on a napkin in the room were the
words: ''What communitY? There
isn't one." Some disagreed since
the two hour talk taking-place, in
the words of an E.M.S. member,
''provesthisisn'ttrue,"whileothers seriously desired to -ponder
what the role of community was,
what the state of community was
in general, and how perhaps we
_as individuals should behave differently towards one another.
On _the topic of generally describing the atmosphere of Bard,
Botstein had this to say: "it has
always been the policy of this institution to treat you like adults
which means we stay out of your
continueifOn. page 7

"This is the first time in my six .throughout the College, ending ~rector of Career Development.
· years at Bard that students have . up ina varietyofofficesaridrarely The responsibilities of this posigotten together to talk -abotit ·ca- _being bro1Jght to student's atten- tion include helping students get
- reer develop- --tion.
into graduate schools and internment," said - Student _Gabor BOgnar exhib- ships, bringing job recruiterS to
one student -ited a copy of the monthly list of _c ampus, and finding work for
during ·the grant opportunities which the students o·n-campus.
. Career Ser- - College produces and distributes · However, due to her other reviCes Town · tofacultyandstaff."Inthreeyears -sponsibilities,sheisonlyactingin
Meeting held at Bard I have only been informed _a part-tim~ capacity, greatly dilast Wednes- twice of grant opportunities," he minishing the hours the Career
day evening. - ·argued."There is no reason why · office is available to students. The
Two dozen - - ~e should not be given a regular necessity of a full-time career destudents and four administrators ·. list like this."
· -velopment position, and a secreuscd the tim:e to discuss their 'Thisissueraisedtheimportance tary for that office, was agreed
problem~ with the facilitie~ in' . of centralizing the informaf!on upon by those in attendance so
place at Bard, and to offer sugges-· ·relevant to students. Acting Dean _that students can receive·the sertions for improving the current :··ofStudies Ethan Bloc~ and Anne vice they need. "If you [Career
system.
.
<(;abler of the Grants Office e~- _-_Development] don't have the
One of the major concerns e?'..: ~-- 'phasized with the need for this - support structure, we don't get
pressed was the difficulties stu- . centralization, and promised that the support,~~ stated one senior
dents have in learning about -:- ~teps will be taken.
. who has had trouble finding
grants ~d scholarships. The Col- : - Since Jeff Huang was promoted grants on her own.
lege is inundated· with informa- :-~. tp Dean of First-Year Students,
As for expanding administration about these r~sources, but : :Maureen Forrestal of the Coun- -tive positions, Bloch advised stuthat information is scattered --~- ~eling Service has been acting as dents that they should appeal di-

rectly to the President's Office.
He also warned, "The college is
very underfund~; that is not an
excuse, but a reality."
In the short term, though, stUdents are encouraged to take advantageofresources in the library,
the Career Development office
andatwo-yearoldcomputerprogram in the Financial Aid Office.
Information about Alumni MentorsisalsoavailablefromtheDevelopment Office, as is the new
yolunteerDirectoroflntemships,
Sidney Demian. Forrestal con-finned that she is organizing a
Career Day to take place in May
where she hopes to conduct
workshops with alumni and job
recruiters·for graduating seniors.
Her request for student volunteers was met with numerous signatures.
Several students reinforced
the need for students to help
themselves most of all in

finding internships and jobs
after graduation. Towards that
aim, Bognar and othe!S insisted
that Bard students "need Inter·
net" to access the tremendous
amount of grant and job
opening information provided
on the electronic super-highway. Bloch reminded students
that there are still physical,
electronic engineering limita:.
. tions of the College which are
being worked on, yet he ·confirmed that "pressure from
students will make the administration<?fyourconcerns."
Laurie Curry and Renee
Cramer, the organizers of the
meeting, confirmed that the discussion was the beginning of an
"ongoing dialogue" de!crmined
to bring career services at Bard up
to par with that of other colleges
and universities. As one student
joked,"Allofuscan'tdelh·erpizza
in Tivoli after graduation."
~
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·The first thing everyon·e . work related to her major as
should know about sophomor~ ·well as to other things she enA~anda ,Gott .is that she does . joys 'd oing. She is a religion
not really major becau·se she feels It i~ a
look like the very interesting field of study.
photo in- "It incorporates lo_ts of differeluded with ent things including [but not
this article excluding] literature, hiStory,
(i't was pro- ant_hropology, psychology,
.. fessionally etc ... it's nice to have all that
done
- to ·rolled up into one."·
make her
Alnanda is als<? ,very inter_ loo-~ 'made ested in dance. She got seriup' and in no way ·s hould rep..: ously into it in high school, but
·. ·resent her true character). Ac-. has been dan~ing "on and off
cording to Amanda, her true _all my life." She continues to
personality is composed of · do so because it is one of her
mostly being "stubborn (both biggest hobbies. Her other inin a good and a bad way).
.· terests include: singing, readShe says she is stubborn be- · ing ("when I have time"), and
c_a use ••1 decide I 'want to do participating in outdoor stuff
sotn~thing, or that I . want like hiking and camping. She
something to be a certain way, is also an ~vid swimmer. She
anq I don't quit-- I don't let up admits that she has "dabbled
until it happens. This is great in a lot of campus clubs, but
.sometimes, but gets me in over ·am not currently in any."
.PlY head other times. And, it _ The things Amanda really likes
·c~h _really annoy people."
are good music, good food and
.· .. Amand_a 's philosophy on lffe good friends. the things that reis: "to do is tope, to be is to do, ally annoy her are long, cold Win~ doobydoobydoo."Sheapplies tersand"peoplewhodrivearourid
ittoeverythingwhichincludes the parking lot for half an hour

trying to find a spot that's a little
bit closer to the door of the mall."
Her roommate says that
"Amanda'sthebestandlloveher,
but for the firSt couple of weeks it
was like 'dQ~'t touch my left
breast'.Also,youknowwhenshe
hates you because she 'is really
polite:• One of her other friends

·

she likes least about Bard is "some
of the pretentious attitude" that
often clogs the campus.
Mter Bard Amanda hopes to do
work With theatrical lighting "because I like it, have been doing it

for a long time, and really enjoy
it." Currently, her only life long
ambition is a simpl~ one. Amanda
wishes to "never get caught in a
rut (like in a job, family or other
~
situation)."

de.scribesheras"oneoftll~sweet-

est, kindest, prettiest women you
could ever meet," while yet an- .
other warns that "she's nice, but
she•s •sutthern' and you never
know if she's just being nice because it's socially acceptable, or
because she really means it."
Amandafeelsthatifthereisone
lesson that eyery person should
learn it is to "treat other people
like you wish they would treat
you, and smile damn it!-" . .
Amanda came to Bard because
of "forces that made it particularly convenient." She continu~ _
toenjoy life here because she likes
the professors, but also because
"(believe-it or not) I like the student body too, particularly because I get along with a lot of
people on campus- and there's
nofratemitiesorsororities."What.

Amanda Gott

-~~~-~·
· ······~···~··················~······
· ·····~··············~········~········~--~-~~······
'}dark Minervini is "floating . The best thing about ~ard,
Mark describes himself ~s~ #become a starving artist." that ''love and life . are the

·· acade~ically, but currently says Mark, is the quality of "eclectic and juxtaposed," but Mark would also like to travel, guiding forces of nature, and
ranked as a Sophomore I." His . education- the "fact that you he is also very tolerant of his but says that this "requires the nature of the earth. We are .

full name is
· really Mark
Peter Johri
Ju g h e a d
Louis Jones
'' S i r
Didimus"
Moon :beam
Gretchen
Minervin i,
and he is a classics· major.
-Mark's home state is New Jersey, but he came to Bard from
Elmira, New: York .where he
had previously been attending
· college.
· When asked. why .he chose to
· transfer to Bard, Mark said that
it just "sort ofhapperied ... Bard
w(inted to know if I wanted
niy application t9 be reacti..:
:vated at about the same time I
·- w·a nted to leave Elmira; it was
. an_orne~~-, He's still at Bard
, bec~use "I've grown to like it;
·I've grown to know I can ~ be
_anyone I want to be here. Ire~spe<:t t~e 'liberalism' of itall."

are academically free to do
. anything you want." He also
says that this freedom allows
him to learn 111ore · than if
#people force me to do things."
The two things that he likes
the least about Bard are the
food, and the weather ("but,
that's not .the faul~ of Bard").

'humorous' friends, one of money and courage that I do
whom called him "a flaming not have."
queen whose tired of women
hitting on him." Another said
Mark's philosophy on life is
this of him: he loves N.s friend
Kat (with all his heart and soul)
for dragging him away to
places in silly costumes no one
else is wearing." He is considered by most he knows to be "a
wonderful friend - great to
talk to, fun to hang out with,
and it's all true.'' He 'is also
o~casionallyreferredto as 11 to~
funky for anyone to 'believe."
About all these opinions, Mark
~imply says, "'I just want to be
loved; is that so wrong?"

all connected, and through love
and truth, anything is possible... " H~ also adds> sex is - really neat. too."
Sir
11

11

Mark's biggest hobbies are
reading, spending time with
friendsandco:inplainingabout
his life. "I don't collect stamps
or anything like that:..I used to
write, but I don't do that mucl).
_-anymore." He reads mostly
fantasy novels and his favorite·
book thus far is The Rift War
Saga by Raymona Feist. He
His short term ambition is to
remarked, however, that he see Grease. One of his longer
. holds J.R.R. Tolkien "in the term goals is to graduate from .
highest esteem; I think he was Bard. After Bard, he plans to
,a genius__;; if I could write one_ "go insane, and after that I
tenth of what he has I'd be don't know." He does, howhappy." He also likes to listen ever; have two plans. They are
to music: new age, classical, . ·to either get a fob in New York
Erasure, Pet Shop Boys
C~ty at a publishing firm, or tC!_
varied stuff..
move west, to California an~

Mark Minervi~~
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Tarkovsky Film Screened
I.astMondayevening,Profes&>rJenyCarlson artistic traditions of Russia. He did not want
ofOtyCollegeNewYorkspokeinthePreston to be obscure, but attempted to get at exscreeningroom. He is a professor of film com- pressions of truth through film that cannot
munication and video, be expressed in other ways. Tarkovsky be- ·
whohas~ucmashow came famous in the 1970's, and was widely
for CCNY Television respected everywhere in the world except
since 1986 entitled "On- America, where he did not conform to the
ema~GnemaNow." accepted "Hollywood" film standard. AlSo a
He showed a film by the film theorist, he authored the book Sculpting
eminentRussiandirector in Time, which illustrated hisfeelingthatfilm
Andrei T3!kovsky, The could imprint time.
Mirror, which he spoke Watching the film The Mirror can beconfusabout as an example of ingandengr<>$ingsimultaneously. Tarkovsky
private memory and public history intermin- didnotthinkaEleSOUtindivjp~y,butfound
out how they work together rhythmically to
_gling.
According to Carlson, Andrei Tarkovsky create a whole greater than the ~of its parts.
wasargtiably the most significant Russian eli- 1be film is about the process of m;nory itself,
rector since World War II.Hisfatherwasa poet and how one recovers it Thenanatorworksat
andmembeioftheintelligen~andTarkovsky- several levels, and the thread of the fihn is
was artistically inclined himself. He was so almost a stream of consciousness. Besides the .
talented in film school, his professors did not narrator's personal memories, there are also
know what to do with him. The films he made historic:alreferencesplacingthefilminadefinate
'put the bureaucrats in an awkward position, time and space. Tarl<ovsky was dealing with
but were not directly subversive. He did not thestruggletocreateapast.Historyandtheself
enjoy a great deal of commercial SUC<:e$ be- were personalized in relation to it. Because the
cause of the oppressive go~t. For ex- idea of personal tremOries ~ histozy were
ample, The Mirror was shown for a day, then directly opposed to Stalinism, The Mirror was
taken off the market When it wasrereleased, it particularly objectionable to the governil'e\t
Co-sponsored by the Russian Studies Oub
was placed in the worst possible locations.
Tarkovsky did not see himself as a mem- anCl the FJ.bn Department, Professor Carlson's
ber of the European "art cinema," like Fellini lectureshedsomelightonanenigmaticfilm,so
or Bergman; rather he viewed cinema as that it muld ~ more easily_und.~ ~ .
intensely private, and deeply rooted in the enjoyed.
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asks you dance. S/he will,:
afraid if a
21-April19):
StrCtigh.t From th.e StCtrs

:

.•

Do not be

Aries (Mareh

sttanger

to

• surprisingly, not step on your toes or heart.
•

•

-

TauiUS(April20-May20):Ashorttempermnfoundsyou,andagenerousofferstumpsyou.

.
:good

Gemini (May21-June20): You willbegoingawaysoon toanewplacewithnewthings to do

:

• and nice people to meet.

·

-

.

Cancer Qune 21-J':Jfy22): Along trip will seem shorterifyouremember to bring along some
·
tunes and mmpany.

•

•:

I.eoQuly2J..August22): Higheypectations willgetyou where you wanttogo,as will aiming
• higher.

•

! Vhgo (August 23-September 22): Athletic activity on your part will smprise you and fulfill •
• you with a successful feeling.
•
.

.

• Libra(September.23-<Xtober22):'Ireoneyouhavebeendoubtingwill turnout to be faithful
·
: and you will be offered a worthwhile pro~

•

Scmpio (October 23-Novembe!- 21): It is time to put away old grudges and forgive thus
•leading you to inner peace.

:

Sagittarius (November22-December21): Whilepackingsomethingsfor a trip you will find

something you thought lost, and experieocea happy trought
Caprlann (December22-January 19): Basic essentials will get you where you are going and
•
frivolous things will remain safe if left behind

••

Aquarius (January 20- Febraury 18}: Read any good books lately? It may turnout that you •
:
. • have missed out on something really good.

•

•:

Pisces (February 19-March 20): Last minute changes~ your p1ans will not keep you from :
•
• progress. So good luck and get going!_

•

••••••••••••••••••

•

•

.
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Misconception~
by Bn~ntArmendinger and Stephanie· to provide- a· source for people with
problems, and to support each other.
Chasteen
All we waQt is to help·.
Of course, a lot more, both personally
This is just a quick note to clear up
any misconceptions due to Ms. and politically, needs to happen on
Lindsey's letter to the Observer last this campus "for the gay /lesbian/biweek:
- .. .
.
sexual communi_ty-this is just one inThere is no ''coming-out hotline"; as dividual effort.' If there's something
M.s . Lindsey says, hotlines are for cri- you care about, take the responsibility
ses." There is, however, a small, low- to get it off the ground and know you
- key group of volunteers-(not a club!) will find support. However, none of us
interested in helping others who are in can do this alone-it's important to
the process of coming out or question- take responsibility for supporting those
ing their sexual identity. This is' an who are making an effort.
We ~lso meet every Sunday at 7:00 as
ent_irely anonymous · and confidential
service conducted through campus an informal support/ discussion group
mail. We a~e neither presenting our- in the Olin- Moon Room. Anybody who
·-selves as a solution to.BAGLE's disso- is interested in more than welcome to
1u tion, nor are we a solution to BAGLE' s come-bring yourself and ideas,. and
_dissoluti~n. We are a small part of what find support.
Anybody who wants to write to the
BAGLE was not, and we don't need to
be dragged into the same politics which anonymous counseling service, please
brought BAGLE down. All we want is do so at Box 588.
11

.
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A miserable life
l;>y

Raman Frey

"As a normal process, we define ourselves, we find out who we are, by what we
disagree With. And we identify others by
what is wrong with them: we keep looking
until we find some differences between
'us' and 'them.' Virtues in others are invisible, not really interesting."
-Thadeus Colas-Columbia University
·Graduate
There is a fear on this campus. There is an
insecurity and self-loathing so rampant
that .it manages ·to totally upset me__ on a
.daily basis. The student body seems to
have intellect. without self-esteem. They
find no pleasure in kindness towards the
whole. They reserve -kindness for those
who agree with them; for those who do not
threaten; regaidless of their position, for
those who are different. They have little or
.no· respect for themselves or each other.
They de5pi8e for the same reasons as does
the bigot. It is only slightly subtler. They
despise what they fear. They feat themselves and any person with even a smidgen of self-esteem reminds them all too
clearly how much contempt they have for
what they have created; a miserable life. I
have never been around a more fortunate
group of prople in my entire life. It doesn't
matter how dysfunctional a family they
come from, they have made it here. They
must have some kind of self-discipline;
some motivational drive. They have less to
overcome, they are closer to their 'potential, than inost. Whether I like it or not, I get
to know them; every face. They communicatepain with~very desperate expression
and all of the ~(lemeaning gossip so frantically spoken in .every social venue. They
have learned to hate. those whom they
haveneverspokento. Theyhavecultivated

. conte.m pt 'for those- who have never
wronged them. And everyone receives reass~ance from a group of peers who have
also willingly made their lives miserable. I
orily wish S<?moo._ne would wake up and
appreciate their good fortune; from the
most visible precipice~ that they would
drop their fear long ettough to appreciate
theirperiphercilacqu~tances: I~ is a simple
matter to receive humanitarian praise for
giving a sandwich to homeless person. It
is an unnoticed and far more selfless thing
to be kind, or at least less judgmental, in
.. thought or · action. Instead of such, easy
contempt; I wish someone would let go of
all the betrayal in their lives and trust more
than fear; to abandon the consensus and
confront the mockery of the'ir peers with
honest questions and those' opinions in
which they secretly invest their faith. Or at
least that someone who feels the way I do
would come forth and be angry about
something.for which they may not receive
support. It would seem to me that this is
what we are all here for. Generalization is
far from absolu~; there are.certainly ex.ceptions, but these generalizations are born
of sadness, not contempt. Consider if any
of this holds true for you. Instead of.taking
. the easy route of attacking what I've said,
just take a few seconds to think. To all those
· I have inadvertently wrong~, I send sincere apologies.

a

P .S. I apologize for being so cowardly
as to submit this article anonymously.
I did not realize that you would not
publish it. My life has alrea~y been
very difficult because of my unguarded
and highly opinionated manner of
speaking, but it was pure cowardice
not to submit this and take responsibility for my own words. I should listen to mysel( more often.

Support
by S. Martin

./

because it was thought to have an agenda.
Many of its members were open to ideas,
Oearly Mary Lindseyiscomfortablewith but as a club it was closed to them. her sexuality~ insofar as she Ca.n claim that
The support/counseling group is one
"part of being gay is being out." However, answer to some of these problems. It allows
I'm sure that there is more than one indi- people to remain anonymous while they
vidual out there who would answer, "Re- gather confidence. The encouragement of
ally?I'vebeengayforquitesome timenow peers can help them go through with the
but I have yet to be out." The reality is that frightening process of coming out.
manypeople,notnecessarilylivin gatBard,
It is true that people undergoing this
~re gay but can't be out. You can be gay transition probably aren't up for a Gay
without being out. Or bisexual for that Dating Game. Perhaps in addition to the
matter. Mary is right when she says that support/ counseling group there should
"people come to Bard from all kinds of beasocialgroup.Perhapswealre adyhave
backgrounds and at all different stages of that social group in the Menage. Furthercoming to terms with their sexuality." She more, it is obviously not up to the Menage
does ~ot, however, seem very under- orthesupportgrouptosatisfythe political
standing of the people who stand between needs of the activists on campus. Here is an
thetwomostextremestagesofth atcoming opening for a new group-made up of
totcrms.Maryassumesyou'reei therinthe politically aware, sexually confident indi.closet or busting out of it. There is no room viduals who would find ways to be radical
for confusion. Confusion is not paralysis. andmilitantiftheywanttobe.Gay marches
Altl_lotigh confused, it is still possible for a are not the only way to go. You can write
person to go to a meeting to speak to other Congress, the governor, the schools, the
people and therefore take the first steps clinics-you can find other ways of maktowards a clearer understanding of them- ing change happen. Set up some kind of
selves.
·profit-based activity by which to help fiMaiy claims that BAGLE's discussion nance larger groups in the nation. Maybe
was fairly inevitable considering the differ~nt members of the club could have
negative feelings towards it." She also rails different roles, for example, one could be
at the administration for BAGLE' s lack of on the watch for films concerning issues of .
an office, and ·nuikes a more general com- importance to the community, another
plaint about apathy over its steadily di- _could be on the lookout for books such as
minishing budget. She does not consider the one I found recently that claims that
BAGLE'sdissolution,oritsinefficiency, to heterosexual AIDS is a myth propagated
have been caused by many inside factors, by radicals and activists like us.
therefore. She also addre5ses the "negative
Is this kind of activity too much to ask from
feelings" themselves. She says that the apathetic Bard students? Perhaps. The bitter
complaints have been mainly that BAGLE letter writer on page 11 certainly sums up a
wasintimidatingandfromthatsh eassumcs part of the student population's menjality,
that there were people in it viewed as but even s/he wants change. I think one of
"annoying or scary." She goes on to assert: the maiJ:l things Mary doesn't get about the
''There's nothing we can do about that. importance of the "hotline" is that it is at-There are annoying people everywhere." temptingtobeopentopeoplewho9theiwise
As an outsider to BAGLE I probably feelshutoutandleftout.Itisopen topeople-·
have a broaderviewoftheactual problems who are not trying to be helpful, as well as
nonmembers had with it. Yes, it was in- people who are, to be people who have
tinlidating, but for more complex reasons nothing new to say as well as to those with _
than the attitude of its members. Many of innovative opinionS, and it is even open to
its members, it is true, gave the impression those on power trips. It is for people who are
of being .annoying and scary. However, not out, and for people who are, and are
people are not born annoyirig. It is a be- dealingwiththeirlifeeveryday.Itistherefor
havior, and behavior is changeable, it is not anyone who needs it. And it is anonymous,
something you just have to accept. Some something even Mary pointed out to be rare
also gave the impression of bemg much on a small campus.
more interested in chaining themselves to
If anyone would like to respond to me
Oval Office desks than guiding less confi- personally, please feel free to do so. My box
dent people into their world. Ultimately . is~1;0;2;2;.;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
this tells me we need several groups rather "A
than just one, but I will move on to that
potnt later. BAGLE was intimidating because becoming involved in it was your
coming out process on campus. This left
people who were not ready to make that
step to deal with their shit on their own.
Another of the main concerns voiced time
and again _was that going to a BAGLE
meeting was like walking onto an auction
block. "Okay, I'm out. Evaluate me, I'm
fresh meat." Very few of the newly out-tothemselves want to be evaluated like that.
Finally, for some BAGLE was intimidating
11
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Faculty offers new Curriculum Proposals
by Renee Cramer, EPC Chair
_The new Curriculum Proposals are in
the Library on Reserve in the Student
Government folder. However, in case you
don't have time to read the proposals, here
is a summary of their contents:
The first area addressed by the curriculum committee was the Common Course
required of first-year students (Freshman
Seminar). The committee believes that this
11
tradition of offerirtg a common intellectual experience in the freshman year should
be continued." They suggest two formats
for revitalizing the Seminar.
Under the first proposed format, seminars would be grouped into four or five
faculty. The course as a whole would be
organized around a common theme, but
each unit would have its own reading list.
These reading lists would · reflect differing intellectual emphases." The theme for
the semester would be one that encouraged an interdisciplinary approach. The
second semester of this format would focus on only one text for the entire semester.
Students would be trained 11in close textual
analysis and in analytical writing," but
texts would not be limited to works of
literature; a 11text" couldbeamusicalsrore,
a novel, a political manifesto, or a set of
psychological or scientific experiments.
Tne second alternative proposes that the
II

common course 11Would be organized
around a series of weekly lectures." The
lectures would be given both by Bard faculty and outside speakers, and the weekly
readings would be organized around the
upcoming lectures. The second semester of
this format would be identical to the second
semester of the first proposed format, a
close reading of a single text.
As regards staffing these courses, the
faculty committee would like to further
discuss the use of adjuncts. They write, 11in
our view, the participation of tenure-line
faculty in a required universal course is
generally preferable to the hiring of a
'second team' or 'bench' to teach Freshman
Seminar."
The second area examined by the curthe
is
committee
riculum
recpnceptualization of "majors" as "programs." The committee writes that they
"recognize the growing appeal of interdisciplinary programs and wish to encourage their development," while at the
same time, they "affirm the validity and
relevance of traditional academic disCiplines." Under the current proposals, all
majors, including interdisciplinary concentrations, would be called programs.
Disciplinary programs would be centered
within divisions; interdisciplinary programs Will .be cross-divisional. Students

would be required, as always, to moderate
into a program, and write a senior project
in order to graduate.
Thirdly, distribution requirements were
discussed by the committee. Under the
new proposals, courses from eight areas
would be required (not including Freshman Seminar). This is the same number of
courses currently required, however they
would be organized around different
themes. Students would be expected to
take at least one course from each of the
following areas: 1) philosophical, aesthetic,
and interpretive discourses; 2) literary texts
and linguistics; 3) social and historical
disciplines;4) foreign language and culture;
5) natural sciences, mathematics and behavioral sciences; 6) a Q course (which
may be filled by 5th and 8th course requirements); 7) a course in the practicing
arts; and 8) a lab science. From the first five
categories, students would be required to
take four courses outside of their major
program.
Finally, the curriculum committee made
some additional proposals; They recommend changing the due date of Senior
Projects to April 1st, thus facilitating time
to exhibit or discuss their work, an_d make
more time for Senior Boards. Also, they
recommend a recasting of the Major Conference in the Junior Year, in order to make

itmorepreparatoryforSeniorProjectwork.
Lastly, the Curriculum Committee 11Urges
the commitment of capital funds ...as well
as the initiation of faculty-wide discussions" to accomplish the goal of enhancing
the college's library holdings.
There will be an open town-meeting to
discuss the curriculum proposals on March
28th at 7pm,in the Kline Committee Rooms.
If you have any questions or opinions,
please come to the meeting. Oh, and you
might have noticed that the Curriculum
Committee has not written about L&T yet,
they want student input before tackling
that issue. We will discuss L&Tat the March
28th meeting tO<r--so bring your ideas,
criticisms and L&T memories.
The currid.llum committee is made up of
Professors Richard Gordon, Dierdre
d' Albertis, Lourdes Alarez, George
McCarthy, Peter Hutton, Mark Halsey, Fred
Grab and Bill Griffith-they would be
happy to discuss any concerns you might
have regarding the curriculum with you.
The Educational Policies Committee ic;
made up of Renee Cramer, Sas!'l:t Gorman,
Bhanu Patil, Michelle Dunn, Phuc Tran,
Kate McCumber-Goldring, Ray Villarino,
Jason Foulkes and Fred Foure--let us know
what you think of the proposed changes.
And come to the meeting on Monday.

Community discussion continued
continued from page 3

way ... we don't police the campus... that's
where the term 1iberal' [college] comes
from ... we don't baby-sit you." Yet, he also
, brought forth the possibility that it is time
for this relationship to change. What has
upset many people in coordination with
the case of this student's overdose was that
the B.E.M.S. (Bard Emergency Medical
Squad) was not called when the student
became unconscious, nor did his friends or
dormmates make any apparent effort to
stop him from doing so much damage to
himself. Botstein cited a similar tragedy
that happened "five or six years ago when
a boy was killed drunk driving on Annandale Road." Reportedly, people knew that
this boy was drunk and that he had a
history of such behavior (drinking and
driving). Botstein wanted to know most,
why did no one try to stop him?
Some thought that there is a major prob·lem stemming from student's lack of
·trusting one another. There was particular
concern about this especially on the part of
E.M.S. members, more than one of which
appeared personally distraught because
they had not been called to help the student who overdosed. They argued that
they are in fact very confidenticd - to the
point of not being able to give any details
of any case unless subpoenaed by a court.
'1f the administration finds out something
[like that a student went to the hospital

because of alcohol poisoning or other drug
overdosing] it is not because we told them,"
said E.M.S. member Tatiana Prowell, "it's
because they were informed by Northern
Dutchess Hospital." Although this may
seem to breach some unwritten code of
patient confidentiality, Dean Morgan explained that the hospital often contacts the
dean on call (especially in cases of unconscious students) so that he or she can contact family members if the situation seems
to require it. In any case, it is a fact that
Emergency Medical Squad members are
students, but they are students who have
been trained to help save lives, and who
"care about every person on campus."
Others thought that too few Bard students truly understand the reality of the
effects of the drugs they introduce into
their systems. A self proclaimed "recovering dope fiend and alcoholic," expressed a
deep desire and need for a drug and alcohol counselor on campus. Many agreed
that there is a fine line between using any
drugs for recreational purposes and when
they become a serious endangerment to
the one(s) using them; it is also very difficult to determine when this line has been
crossed if so few involved are aware of the
symptoms and affects. Students and faculty
alike agreed, to some extent, that a drug
and alcohol counselor· could make such
information more readily available and, to
at least a small degree, work towards pre-

venting misuse and abuse of alcohol and
other drugs by students on campus.
Dean of Students, Shelley Morgan did
state that the college is in the process of
hiring such a counselor as well as another
nurse practitioner and at least three resident
directors. She also wanted it to be known
that students have and will continue to be
part of the process of searching for people
to fill these very important and essential
positions. President Botstein, on the other
hand, remarked that "all of you have been
through schools with drug education
programs, and the effectiveness [of these
programs] seems to be zero." He seemed
quiteupsetthatstudentscontinuallychoose
to shut out information (such as seeing
their peers inebriated at parties) simply
because they do not want to see it. He very
forcefully stated that "we [of the college ]
want to teach you to enjoy yourself... to
love yourselves without any of this shit
[drug use and over use, etc.], without any
of it!"
A few people at the meeting, however,
felt that this was not enough. One in particular stated that "drugs and alcohol are a
symptom, and there's a problem under
that symptom." Another confessed that he
believes the world to be "getting worse,
and worse, and worse... problems are
brought from home and Bard can't necessarily help us with these problems. A
member of the Student Judiciary Board

commented that there is a problem of '1ack
of self esteem that stops us from thinking
that our questions matter; this community
feels depressed." To improve this community she suggested that every person remember to believe that "every book you
read, every question you ask is of value.
Every feeling you have is valuable and
should be talked about."
From time to time, however, the conversation did manage to get back to the
person that had sparked the event - the
freshman whose life may very well still be
a stake. As Professor Bruce Chilton stated,
this student is reportedly in a "persistent
vegetated state." Even if he makes it out of
the coma, he may end up with the "inability to walk or even see... there is no such
thing as a person who is safe \\'hile unconscious, and it doesn't matter if it's from
beer or heroin." A student asked evervone
in the room to raise an arm and ·then to
shake a leg. The crowd complied, and then
the student reminded everyone "the kid in
the hospital cannot do even those simple
things right now," and for a variety of
reasons including a very sad and essen hal
one, that no one was there who really looked
out for him. Many at the meting encouraged everyone to keep an eye out and not
to be afraid to ask someone, even if it is not
someone you know very well, 'A~ you
alright? Do you need help?' when you St.~
someone who may have had too much. V'
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John Cale, a founding member and studio work,
Cale completely released himof the seminal '60s rock band The Cale has been in. self from any restraint and
Velvet Underground, and a volved in avantwent to far as to go off on parg r o u n d garde and mainropean ver- ticular words such as prowl."
b r e a k i n g stream film work.
sion of the However, he did not get stuck
avant-garde He appears as
M i d w e s t, and moved back and forth becomposer himself in Andy
Cale used tween the soft and loud sound
and solo per- Warhol's film The
simple lyrics rapidly. At the end of some of
former, gave VelvetUnderground
throughout, these songs he screamed, ata solo recital, -& Nico, which rebut caught lowinghisenergytoguidehim.
singing and cently played at a
the spirit of · These gestures of inJense acplaying· pi- retrospectiveatthe
the Midwest. tivitywere highly entertaining
an·o, at Bard Whitney Mu5eum
For instance, and introduced a distinction
College on Friday, MarCh 18 at in New York. This
he convinced between these series of songs
7:30 pm. The concert featured year,Calemadehis
the audience and the previous group.
acoustic performances of works · acting debut in
that there
Cale recreated Elvis' "Heartspanning Cale's multifaceted ca- Franz Harland's
was a feeling break Hotel." What was never
reerasacornposerandperformer. ·The Houseguest,
of unity by · intended to be a serious song _,
While John Cale is perhaps best which he describes
transmitting became even more amusing in
known for his work with The as"amodularskip
an effect of Cale's performance. It was
Velvet Underground,- which is through history." scattered and haywire, but had
wi~ely considered to have been
a consistent undertone. But
In 1989 Eno proone of the~most influential bands' duced the Cale alD 0 n t even with this humor, Cale
of the 1960s, his decades-long ca- bum, Words for the
Come Back,". produced slightly morbid ef- - reerismostnotableforitsstylistic Dying, as an orwhich Cale feels with the piano using probreadth.Hismusicrunsthegarnut chestral adaptasaid is a J:'eli- longed, drawn out notes.
from full orchestral symphonic ti~nolDylan 'ThoWhat made Cale's performance
gious cult
work to the rawest extremes of mas' poetry which
song, has a so successful was his vivid, lively
gut-level rock; from avant-garde was recorded in
continuous manner. He threw himself into
electronic experimentation to Moscow, and in 1990 Cale and equivocatingtheirsimilarinstilled melody but demonstrates irri- each song, not holding back on
melancholic romanticism.
Eno collaborated on Wrong Way emotions.
tation by Cale's striking voice. the slow and sad songs. No re-:Born in 1942 in South Wales, Up, a pop combination of their
"Do Not Go Gentle into that There is not much of a story straints were beheld as Cale dug
Calebeganhisperformancecareer two diverse styles.
Good Night" was the most up- behind the song, but it is a in, surpassing and transcending
at the age of eight, playing the
Last year,. the Velvet Under- beat song of all three. The rage light-hearted look at a failed . the baseness of everyday life.
pianoonBBCradio. While study- ground reunited for a European im'planted within Cale's piano relationship.· Cale remained
The songs were all short, as was
ing musicology at London Uni- tour which resulted in a live al- playing figured well with the distant, yet drew a picture of the entire performance, but this
versity in the early 1960s, he was bum, The Velvet Underground Live poem itself, especially with an unhappy man.
briefuess was an effective feature.
awarded a Leona"':i Bernstein MCMXOI, recently released by such lines as ''Rage against the
One of Cale's most sensitive Had the songs been longer, they
scholarship and the opportunity Warner Brothers.
dyingofthenight."Calestruck songs that evening was might have dwelled in the melanto study composition with Iannis
Cale began his performance the keys ~ith great certainty "Riverbank," which Cale said cholyofthesituationwhich would
Xenakis at the Eastman Conser- with three adaptations of Dylan and force as to convey the is "any port where people go be tiring and capable of loosing its
vatory at Tanglewood, in Lenox, Thomas' poems: ''Wedding An- power of the poem.
missing." It was quiet and slow significance.
·Massachussetts. During that time niversary," "Lie Still Be Calm,"
Additionally, Cale was not
Cale continued with a ballad and takes its time;Calerefused
he performed with the influential and "Do Not Go Gentle into that from a theatre piece entitled to rush through it. As he picked afraid to throw some humor into
avant-gardecomposer]ohnCage,· Good Night." Cale managed to "Last Day on Earth" from up the beat, he put more en- his performance, as with "Heartand begari his experimentation. convey Thomas' imagery and "Broken Hearts." Though this ergy into it. "Poor unfortunate break Hotel." Cale grabs hold of
with extended drones and the emotions without minimizing or song has sappy lyrics such as widows waiting for sailor his audience and does not let go,
''just intonation system" while . demeaning the importance of the "Broken fiearts are good for boys" and "Stones around their thus conveying his energy and
playing with La Monte Young in intense poetry.
·
. business these days," Cale did necks," created a chilling sad- range of talent.
The Dream Syndicate. In SepCale gave an honest and down
"Wedding Anniversary'' had a not dwell on the sadness and ness and slight tension.
tember 1963, Cale joined John -striking metallic sound, yet was instead moved through the
Cale also performed a string to earth performance which
Cage fn a- performance of Erik smooth andflowing. _Cale's rep- songfreely.Caledemonstrated of songs whose titles were not pleased his audience. His fame
Satie's 18-hour piece Vexations.
etition of the line "Death strik~s his ability to move forward and announced, but which he said has not soiled his audience-nPrAfterleavingtheVelvetsin1968, their house again" effectively tell a tale without being overly were "Songs that you Heard." folJllel' relationship.
·r;r
Caleembarkedonparallelcareers captured the strensth and emo- ===
as a composer1solo performer and tion. The series of chords towards
producer.Heproduced-IggyPop's the end of the song created a
first record, The Stooges, which convincing transition into ''Lie
features Cale's Viola on the track Still Sleep Be Calm!'
We Will Fall," as well as a series
'~ie Still Sl~p Be Calm" was
of albums for Nico~ including The not as mournful _as uw~ding
Marble Index, Desertshore, and The Anniversary," but was passionate
End. Inl969,Calereieased Vintage and powerful. Its moments of
Violence (CBS),hisfirstsoloalbum tranquility combined with Cale's
of pop songs.
rich voice established a difference
In addition to his performance between the two songs, while
11
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As you may have noticed, the
newest in the series of Naked Gun
moVies is finally out. Does it live
up (or down,
depending on
your tastes) to
its predecessors? Well, in
some ways it
does- it's still
pretty goofy,
there' sa ton of
sight gags and
a couple of original devices. One
great scene that takes off of The
Untouchables (Kevin Costner version). Leslie Nielson is his usual,
wandering straight-faced trough
strings of puns, misunderstandings, and screw-ups, and the rest
of the cast is pretty much up to
par. But somehow, it's not the
same.
The humor is more topical
in many cases, attempting to
satirize individual recent films
and trends, where the other
Naked Gun movies were a little
more independent of fashion.
It's as though the creators of
the movies said, 'Hey, we
shouldn't follow this same old
formula we used for the other
Naked Gun movies.' Which

would be great, 't o
strive for something different,
but what they
used instead was
the formula which
powered all the
more recent spoof
movies like Hot
Shots and Loaded
Weapon, when the
earlier Naked Gun
stuff was actually
funnier and more
original than any
of those . newer
ones could ever
be. The Naked Gun
and Police Squad
(the TV series
from which Naked
Gun originated)
humor always got
more out of being
really strange and
bizarre than it did
out of commenting on social
trends, but this sequel doesn't
live up to that.
In all honesty, the advertisements for this film containe_d
more original humor than most
of the film itself. Part of the
problem is that satirical film is

currently having something
between a glut and a comeback-jokes that would have
been original in one movie, or
one series of movies, are really
dumb when they've appeared
in five or six unrelated films.
In terms of hit or miss, it's a lot

The Bard Men's Volleyball
team wrapped up its season
with three tough matches last
week. Tuesday, March
the
15th,
team fell at
home to JerCity
sey
State College by a
score of 1-3
(5-15, 15-13,
13-15, 4-15). Sophomore
middle blocker Sebastian
Salazar shone in this game
with a team leading fourteen
kills and seven digs.
Against Baruch College, Bard
lost in straight games (3-15, 3-15,
4-15). The team's final match was
against John Jay College were
Bard was defeated 1-3, even after
taking the first game without los-

ing a point (15-0,5-15, 8-15, 7-15).
The overall record of the Bard
Men's 1993-4 Volleyball team is
two wins and sixteen losses; leaving them i~ fourth place in the
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
The Stevenson Cup Squash
Tournament was held last Friday
and Saturday. In the men's A division, Schezy Hameed defeated
Professor Mark Lytle (3-1) to take
the title. Amer Latif defeated
Suleman Soul by a score of 3-1 to
secure third place.
In the women's draw, Bard
counselor Dorothy Crane earned
second place. Suzanna Grobenski
defeated Jennifer Reck to capture
third place.
The men's B bracket was won
by a community member, but Bard
students Roy Isefuku and Ben
Friedman came in second and

fourth place respectively. Ian
Forbes defeated Yat Qasami in
straight sets in the B consolation
round. Jim Brudvig of the VicePresident's Office prevailed in the
A consolation round.
Upcoming events at the Gymnasium include the Bard Biathlon
to be held onApril23. The biathlon
consists of a half mile swim and a
three mile run, and participants
may compete in teams or indi~
vidually. For more information
and registration forms, inquire at
the intramural office.
Finally, the Bard institution of
co-ed recreational softball is
looming on the horizon. Team
captains must attend a meeting
on Tuesday, March 29 at 6:30pm
in the Gymnasium lounge. Rosters are due March 30. As Kris
Hall said, ''The fury is about to
'J'
begin."

of fun·to have so much
silliness -going on in
theatres; if you're in
the mood for that kind
of humor, you can
generally find something around that will
at least try to deliver.
In terms of reliability, however, this is
bad, because you can't
· courit on any one
movie to provide a
level of humor or
originality superior to
any of the others. A
fact which the latest
Naked Gun very sadly
illustrates; unless it's
really what you're in
the mood for, wait for
-the video.
Just a word or two
about the film Remains
of the Day, which if
you hurry you can still
catch at the South Hills Mall
theatre in Poughkeepsie, just
past the Galleria. Actually,
three words: go see it. Granted,
it's probably not for everyone-this is a slow paced film, very
moody and very tense, but it
achieves so much through such

simple means.
Basically, it's the story of the
perfect butler, portrayed by Anthony Hopkins, and the events
within the house of his master.
This takes place right before World
War Two, and in the house a lot of
political meetings are taking place.
Also working at the house is
Emma Thompson, whose duties
as head of housekeeping lead her
into what she believes is an
unrequited love for Hopkins. The
relationship between the two
characters is strange and beautiful, and incredibly sad. The film is
very well constructed, moving us
through present and past events
with mounting tension as we
wonder what will be the outcome
of the story.
The performances are literature,
plain and simple, not only from
the main characters but from the
supporting cast as well. The direction is artful, in the sense of
tasteful rather than avant-garde.
For many, this is probably just a
long boring movie where nothing
really happens. Fine. But for those
insearchofthe~btlerbeauty, the
understated, that which is fine and
patient and well crafted, this is
'J'
definitely such a film.
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Childhood Hunger &Poverty Facts
• All ciimatcd 12 millim children in tfte United States are hungry. (Ctnltr 0111Ptgtr, PtNtltJ
ONl Nutrition Policy, n(ts University, 1!113)
• In the United State3, one in five cbildrm under age 18 is poor- atotal of 14J milliOll
chi1dren or 21.9 percent of all U.S. children. ExcqX for 1983, the cbild povrty rate is bigher
than any year sinct1964. (U.S. Ctnsus Burtau, 1993)
~

• The U.S. child poverty nte is more than double that of any other indmtrialiuj countty.
{UNICEF, 1993)
• Evczy 53 minutes an American child di~ from poverty.· (Oiildml'iDtfense lbd, 1992)
o

Every year, nearly 40,00J infants in the United States die before age 1. Childten born in
South Kim, Hoog Kong or Singapore have a~ dlance of surviving to tbci first birthday
than chi1dreo bom in the United SmttJ. (Nationol Center for Heolth Stotisda, 1993 tJNl
UNICFJ', 1993)

• Areoord 27.4 million Ameticans -nearly 11 ~t of the population- ended in the Food
Stamp Progmm in November 1993. More than 8S percent of ttclpients arc clihen, women
or elderly. (U.S. Dtpartment ofAgricullurt, 1994) ~
• The United States tanks 28th among the natioos of the world in percentage ofbw birthweight
babies (Jess than 5.5 pounds) and ranks 21st in infant mortality rate. (UNICEF,1993)
• Hungry childreJl are tw~ to three times more likely to suffer health problems, 11th as frequent
colds, he*hes and fatigue. (Community OUldhood Hunger Idtntification Pirjtct, 1991)

• Undernutrition during any period of cbildhood can have detrimental effects on k cognitlve
development of children and their later prcdldvity as adultt (I'I(ts, 1993)
• Of all WIC participants, 44.7 percent are Caucasian, 27.3 percent are African.American and
23.7 perctnt are Hispanic. (USDA, 1993)
• Every WIC dollar spent on pregnant women saves from $1.92 to $4.21 in Meiaid costs for
illncsse! beginning in the first 60 days aftu the baby's birth. (USDA, 1990)
WIC reductS the incidence of very low birthweight (VLBW) (less than 3.3 pollls) by ~
percent Average savings in Medicaid rosts for WIC prevention of VIJ3W is .,ut $13,500
per VLBW baby. (U.S. General ~unting Offict, 1992 and USDA, 1992)

• Pmtatal WIC benefits costing $296 million in 1990 will save $1.04 billion in lralth- and
education·related expenditures by 2008. (~0. 1992)
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Dear Bitter and Cynical,

Computers continued
continued from frrml pt~ge
ised that the system will not
be difficult to use or understand. A small instruction
manual will be made available,
as will instructive meetings
conducted by Foure. "People
just have to -try it," said
Jayawardhane. "The more
people get to know the BBS,
the easier time they will have
using Internet."

The future of Internet

For now, Internet is not
available to most students.
Bard College is listed as a subscriber to NYSERNET, but that

port is actually leased to the
Levy Economics Institute. Two
weeks ago, Curry and Educational Policies Chair Renee
Cramer met with the Executive Vice-President, Dmitri
Papadmitriou, to try and convince him to allow seniors
working on their projects access to Internet through Levy.
According to Curry and
Cramer, the proposal was rejected because Papadmitriou
was concerned about the security of the Levy line.
If the promise for next semester holds, the entire student body will be able to access Internet through BBS and

the library. Possibly, the entire
computer matrix of the library
may be linked into the system,
so students would be able to
access Internet from the various terminals scattered
through the library. Katz could
not be reached for comment by
presstime, but Jayawardhane
was enthusiastic in praising
Katz for offering the room for
the computer and wanting to
bring Internet to the library.
Students are strongly encouraged to utilize this new
electronic service, and watch
for further information about
access and training.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••

Interested in e-mail?
Fred Foure of the Bard Bulletin Board Service will
be conducting instructional meetings on how to
use the new library computer on Wednesday,
March 23, and Thursday, March 24, from 7-Spm in
the Kline Committee rooms.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••

people know there is no point to
attending parties at Bard, 1W. ·
Keep working a tit. Perhaps with
less effort on your part and more
time spent in the company of your
peers and the Bard administration
you will find your anger and resentment fading blissfully into
cynicism and bitterness.
And when it does, we'll tell you
where the meetings are.

Stop it. You are not bitter, neither are you cynical. You are
merely angry. I know. I am bitter
and cynical and I used to be angry.
As I see from your letter, you are
still too hopeful ('There must be
something...[for us] to do besides
· drown our sorrows") and much
too energetic to qualify as a cynic.
Also, you seem to be too much
Sincerely,
into the mainstream to justify beAugustus P. Woolcroft,
ingbitter("I'm the one who blends
Secretary for the Society for
into the drunken crowd at parties... ") Truly bitter and cynical Cynicism And Bitterness (SCAB)
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* Hudson Valley Mall Trip. Meet van behind i<Iine at 5:45 and it will pick:You up at the

Alooholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous are meeting today in Aspinwall304 at
-*12noon.
,_
-

Freitch Tale, Kliite College Room 5:45p -7p.
_

.

·*

~

.

_ -~ Trip-to New York Cit)f. Sign up at the Dean of Students Office, $5.00.
_, ._.
-.-- ----. ·~""'""-.;.,.;=_""';~7=-~. - • • ---~~.., "'"--~--- - ----- ;:---. ·
'1\irraga
and
Villalobos
Bach,
by
Works
__
~~-~~~n~rt.
~~_1~!!~-5!~!,~!_
~
_
1:- ___ ::--.-;.~ ___
admission, Tivoli Artist C~p 8p.
· _pe~rm~ by Sarah Costa~~enson.
.
_

,.

_ .

.

_

Free

Kline eo~mltee Room-&-7p.

~~- de ~pdol. iNo tela·pieldas!

*
* MONDAY.

*
MARCH 28 *
wili

* TUESDAY.

MARCH 29

* Grand_Union Ru... i..eav~ at 6p and returns at 7p.·~ Meet- ~~ van behJn~ ~ii;;;~~::-':= -SUNDAY. MARCH
~· ·~holies AnonyUto~sm~g in Banytown. Meet van at ~ty at 7:45p. ·.t"""'t-'~~-' :~:;:;~~~-~~~;~;,dj 3IJ4 at 7:30p.
•
.f.:..... - .-:"""
-· "
-·
- -·- ..
.
' .
-'epertory I. Several plays direCted by Bard students wil be pet-formed today ---··* St;.detit
--_o~c~ ·-::=:;,. c.

at~~ ~anee Studio~ 8p. For reser:vations call 758-86~~,~:.
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THURSDAY. MARCH 24
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be mOOting in Aspiriwaii304 'at
-·

*

~ ~- -~*---.. AlcobgJi~~ -~onymous mOOting in Red Hook. ~eet van at Security at 7:45p.

* .

Alcoholics Anonymous meeting in Aspinwall304 at_12 noon.
.
l
.- .
..
CZECH lT our1 Do you have an interest in Czech culture? WoUld you like ~to learn
some.Cz~h_ w~rds,, Czech expressions or experience Czech hinnor?. Come to the <:;zech table.

Kline Presidents R~~, 5-6:30p.

---

Alcoholics Anon~o~s and Narcotics Anon~ous
noon.

-

*

.

j_

_.

*

~~~

*

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 30

_ 1\l~h~~~cs ...AE~nymous and Narco~cs

- - - · ·_ ·

· - ·: ~ _

Anonymous are meeting today in Aspinwall304 at
•.
· ·_
- .

* Mesa de Espaiiol. _jNo t~ fa pi~~das!
~.

~-- ~1.

Kiln~ Commltee Room &-7p~
~-11i: ... -

~

•• -:..

*-C:ran-- -~~lon ~un. Leaves a~ 6p and returns at 7p. Meet the van ~l~d Kline.
r
* Qv~reaters- - &tonymo-us mefulg In Kingston. Meet .van at Securlty at 5:15p~- t
.* Alcoholics Anonymous m~tlng in &.nytown. Meet van ~t Security at 7:4Sp. .
* _Narrotics Anonymous meetfrtg in Catskill: Meet van at Security af 7:15p. ·
* Df!!- Capa Chamber Players will be perfo~g the Chamb~r Music ~{George Perle.
* P~nage In the Twentieth Centu~: The case of We~~..,R~.;~a~·- A -~ · Olin
_,·
~- '! -~""' · .
·
Auditorium 8p. Free of charge.
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performance by the American Symphony Orchestra Camber Players at Olin Auditorium, 8p.
i •
·
F~_ ofcharge.

*
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Student Repertory 1. Several plays directed by Bard students will be performed today
at the Dance Studio at Sp. ·For reservations call 758-6822.
..

.

*
..

- ~

SATURDAY. MARCH 26
.

-

-

.

*

* -A:Icoholics Anonymous meeting in Aspinwan 304 at 12 noon.
*~ Narcotics-Anonymous m~~g in Woodstock. Meet van at Security at 2:1Sp. :
•• •
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all
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v~ns. _ or bus~s

t
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in 'he
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lot behind Kline Commons.
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